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FMSCI’s OVERVIEW

Federation of Malaysian Supply Chain Industry Malaysia

(FMSCI) was established by a group supply chain

practitioners prompted by the need to elevate SCM practices

in Malaysia. It was formed to demystify challenges faced by

professionals responsible for managing supply chains in all

sectors of the economy. FMSCI, aims to represent

Malaysia’s Supply Chain and logistics with a mission to

promote professionalism and excellence of the logistics

industry

FMSCI, seeks to fulfill its objects in close collaboration and

engagement with logistics companies and professionals,

institutions and academia, industry organisations and

partners, government agencies as well as international

organisations and businesses.
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Equipping individuals, organisations and other stakeholders
with knowledge, skills and standards in achieving excellence
within the Supply Chain Management Profession.

To provide adequate information to all our stakeholders
regarding supply chain management issues through advocacy,
recognition, research, consultancy, training and development.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

OUR OBJECTIVE

As the focus for professional excellence and the
development of the most modern techniques in Supply
Chain Management, the Federation aims to encourage the
adoption of policies that are both efficient and sustainable.

Our paramount aim is :
▪ to facilitate the development of personal and professional

excellence in skills and knowledge.
▪ to encourage the development of leading-edge thinking

and best practice in logistics, supply-chains and all
transport

▪ to provide relevant and valued services to members and
employers in transforming competitive advantage in the
industry
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Networking with Industry Leaders
Get connected with logistic industry, industry leaders and change-

makers. The FMSCI hosts and facilitates events that provide supply

chain practitioner the opportunity to grow, share and build valuable

relationships.

• Supply Chain and logistic workshop

• Industry networking opportunities

• Corporate Luncheons

Learning & Development
The FMSCI Training and Development team help supply chain

industries of all sizes access specialized knowledge and industry-

specific expertise in order to grow their business.

Combining their specialist skills in vocational education and

development, with extensive supply chain and logistic industry

experience, our trainers provide relevant and practical training

solutions.

The FMSCI Training and Development team develop flexible and

tailored training for employers and deliver accredited and non-

accredited training to clients throughout Malaysia.

OUR SERVICES
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OUR SERVICES

Consulting, Research& Advisory

Supply Chain Optimization& Technology

This, being the traditional and existing strength of the Institute,
it seeks to deepen expertise in supply chain global network
design and optimization, involving the respective modes of
transportation. Intensive supply network simulation on a
regional/ international basis are continuously developed

FMSCI takes the lead on investigative led research and joint
development of supply chain technology based innovation with
other agencies and companies. Policy and implementation
issues pertaining to new supply chain technology and the end-
to-end supply chain network are introduced to our members



info@fedsci.com


